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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

FoodLink® and RJO Produce Create Mobile Inspection Services 
 

A new partnership between FoodLink and RJO Produce leverages new open architecture to 
integrate on-site fresh produce inspection data with cloud-based retail purchasing system. 

 
   

Los Gatos, CA (Oct. 15, 2012) – FoodLink®, the buying platform for fresh food retailers and 

wholesalers, today announced a strategic partnership with RJO Produce, an industry expert in 

key performance drivers of select produce categories, to enable retail buyers to access real-

time produce inspection data over the FoodLink network. 

 

Using a proprietary, patent pending system on mobile devices, RJO inspectors provide detailed 

analysis and high resolution pictures at the time of shipment. Information is automatically 

uploaded to the FoodLink network and available for review by the retail buyers to make 

decisions prior to receiving products, and to ensure they have the highest quality and freshest 

produce available for their customers. 

 

“Our partnership with RJO Produce is great for our customers, and it demonstrates how 

FoodLink is becoming a true platform for the fresh food supply chain,” said Eric Peters, CEO, 

FoodLink. “The combination of highly reputable on-site inspection services and FoodLink’s real-

time commerce network means that retailers can now see what they are getting on every load 

before it arrives, enabling better management of the overall supply chain and the safest, 

freshest food for consumers.” 

 

With more than $10 billion in annual commerce and more than 2,000 fresh food suppliers, 

brokers and transportation carriers on its network, FoodLink is a leading platform for produce 

buying. The FoodLink network is also an “open platform” capable of tying all relevant supply 

chain and procurement data directly to purchase orders (POs) and subsequent audit trails. By 

leveraging new FoodLink network APIs to route data and alerts, RJO Produce provides 

essential services to major retail and wholesale buyers. FoodLink customers include industry 

leaders Ahold USA, Associated Wholesale Grocers, C&S Wholesale Grocers, Unified Grocers, 

Topco & Associates and Supervalu, as well as major regional grocers such as Giant Eagle, K-

VA-T Food Stores, Price Chopper Supermarkets, Roundy’s Supermarkets and United 

Supermarkets.  
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“Our relationship with FoodLink and our ability to use the open network to provide a direct 

channel to important fresh food buyers is truly a best practice,” said Rob O’Rourke, Co-Owner, 

RJO Produce. “We no longer hassle with emails or faxes, and we know the buyers are able to 

easily use the information we provide, which enables our customers to deliver the best, most 

consistent quality fruit to their consumers. This is just the beginning of how we will use platforms 

like FoodLink to continue to evolve and enhance the fresh produce supply chain.” 

 

About FoodLink 

FoodLink is the network for fresh food, connecting the perishable goods supply chain from the 

farm to the customer with an online network representing more than 2,000 companies including 

grower-shippers, carriers, retail grocers and wholesalers. For more information, visit 

www.foodlink.net. 

 

About RJO Produce 

Located in Heart of Central California - in the nation’s largest and most fertile agricultural 

growing region - RJO is unlike the traditional agriculture commodity broker. They offer a wide 

variety of services to help their clients work smart and maximize their profitability. RJO services 

include comprehensive on-ground representation that includes quality assurance inspections, in 

depth market analysis and category management services for key perishable commodities. For 

more information, visit www.rjoproduce.com.  

 

FOODLINK MEDIA CONTACT: Kevin Brooks, media@foodlink.net, 408-395-7280 x232 

RJO PRODUCE MEDIA CONTACT: Rob O’Rourke, rorourke@rjoproduce.com 
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